NITROGEN SYSTEMS

Submarine Manufacturing
& Products Limited

Manufacturer of Commercial Diving, Medical Hyperbaric
Applications and Military Subsea & Emergency Rescue
Solutions.

Nano Nitrogen Generator
This technologically advanced nitrogen generator operates on
the Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) principle to produce a
continuous uninterrupted stream of nitrogen gas from clean dry
compressed air. Dual chamber extruded aluminum columns are
filled with Carbon Molecular Sieve (CMS). Joined via an upper
and lower manifold, the high density filled columns produce a dual
bed system. After a preset time the control system automatically
switches the beds. One bed is always online generating nitrogen
while the other is being regenerated.
During regeneration, the oxygen that has been collected in the
CMS stage is exhausted to atmosphere. A small portion of the
outlet nitrogen gas is expanded into the bed to accelerate the
regeneration process.

About our Nitrogen Generation Systems
SMP offer Nitrogen generation systems that are bespoke to the client’s needs. The systems are customised
to work within a defined space.

•

Nitrogen generators produce nitrogen gas from compressed air and offer a cost effective, reliable and safe
alternative to traditional nitrogen gas supplies such as cylinder or liquid. Nitrogen generators are available
in 20 standard models with capacity in the range from 1 - 1800Nm³/hour from 95% to 99.9995% purity.

•

•

•

They offer all of the advantages of a fully integrated nitrogen generator plant. The continual measurement
and monitoring of all operating values offers the highest possible protection for the whole production
process. All measured values are logged and displayed on the touch control panel and are also available
for further processing via the remote control operation.

General Specifications

Design operating pressure
range: 6 - 12 barg
Design operating temp. range:
5 - 50°C
Recommended operating
temp.: 5 - 25°C
Maximum inlet particulate: 0.1
micron
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Motor Enclosure: IP55
Motor Insulation/temp rise:
Class F/B
Control Circuit: 24 Vac
Oil Carry Over: 2/3ppm
Noise level at 1 metre: 74/76
dB(A)
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Min. Pressure d/p: 0.7 Bar
Outlet Connection Size: 3/4 / 1
bspp fm
Oil Capacity (wet fill): 14 litres
Receiver: 660 litres
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Benefits

Oil free compressed air (ISO8573
Class 2)
Dry compressed air (3 - 5°C
dewpoint)
Reliable and compact solution
Easy to install
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Benefits

100% function and performance
tested at our factory
Significant cost savings over cylinder
or liquid supply
ecomode energy savings control
reduces energy consumption during
periods of low demand

The MARK 3 series is a series of uncompromised breathable
air compressors for intensive use in warm, poorly ventilated or
tropical environments. Designed with an improved cooling system
and a filtering system with two Hyperfilters, this series is powered
by a three-phase electric motor, equipped with four different
pumping units (MCH 13, MCH 16, MCH 21 and MCH 23), all in
TPS (Tropical Plus Superdry) version and available with operation
monitoring system and electrical display to automatically shutdown
the compressor.

The Avelair evo / VSD air compressors use the latest rotary screw
technology to ensure superior reliability and long term satisfaction,
creating one of the most efficient and reliable compressor on the
market today.

General Specifications

•

Coltri Booster

Avelair Air Compressor

Variable speed drive (VSD) compressors are the perfect choice for
users who have a variable compressed air demand. The compressors
use a high performance inverter to smoothly alter the motor speed in
response to demand for air, ensuring there is minimun offload running.
You only pay for the compressed air you use.

Maximum inlet oil content:
0.01 ppm
Recommended inlet dew
point: -40°C PDP
Supply voltage: 100-240 VAC
(50 or 60Hz)
Power Rating: 72W

•
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General Specifications

Type of gas: Air, Nitrogen,
Helium, Argon
Intake pressure: 2-8 Bar
Nominal pressure:
250/330/360/390 Bar
Filling pressure:
232/300/330/420 Bar
Max working pressure: 420
Bar
Permissible ambient
temperature range: 5-50°C
Permissible altitude: 0÷1,500
AMSL
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Max. permissible tilt: 15°
System design: Insonorized
cabinet
Operating voltage, standard:
400 V, 50Hz
Other operating voltage: 230
V, 60Hz
Oil change interval: Every
year/1,000 hours
Frame: Steel 1.5mm thickness
- colour RAL 5002 - Power
coating painting - scratch proof
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Benefits

Powered by a three-phase electric
motor.
Automatic condensate drain
Double hyperfilter filter system
Effective for warm and poorly
ventilated areas.
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Nitrogen Generator manufactured for Sheet Metal Supplier
A sheet metal services business based on the outskirts of Liverpool was looking for a nitrogen generation package to
be manufactured and installed at their facility. Previously having a contract with a third-party gas bottle supplier, they
were looking for a cheaper alternative for supplying nitrogen to their laser cutting machines.
The client required a complete nitrogen generation package coupled with a quad cylinder storage bank to replace the
costly supply contract they had with a third-party company. They needed a system that was easier to use and for the
most part could be left to run on its own without needing too much interaction from staff. The client would be using the

Benefits of our Nitrogen Systems
Flexibility
Integrate with your System
Our system offer flexibility of installation compared
to a skid mounted package that requires a large
space, that often isn’t available in most factories.

It is also optional to utilise customers own
compressed air supply, dryer and receivers, to cut
costs.

Skid mounted packages are also difficult to
transport and install and there is a good argument
for floor mounting, rather than wasting money on a
baseplate for equipment that is never going to be
moved.

Our nitrogen generators are easy to install, operate
and maintain.

On Demand

Better than Oxygen

Produce nitrogen when you need it and eliminate
third party contracts. No longer will you have to pay
rental costs, delivery fees or long term contracts for
your nitrogen supply.
equivalent of around 38M3 of nitrogen gas per hour at 99.99% purity.
Nitrogen generation is more reliable then bottled gas as purity levels tend to vary in bottled gas. Also when returning
gas bottles to the supplier, remaining small quantities in the bottles are wasted. And bottled gas is reliant upon
operators ordering it regularly, causing downtime if an order is missed or if the supplier is slow to deliver.
SMP supplied a complete nitrogen generation system that was able to meet their nitrogen gas usage requirement. The
system consisted of an Avelair EVO compressor, oil/water separator, air receiver, desiccant dryer, Nano Gen2 nitrogen
generator, Coltri 36 high pressure nitrogen booster, and high-pressure air storage banks.

SMP vs Suppliers
Liquid Nitrogen
Bottled Nitrogen
•

Purity is actually higher than they actually
need
Costs are higher than Nitrogen Generation
Hidden rental and delivery costs
Regular supply is not always reliable
Nitrogen losses through boil off
Nitrogen tower is expensive to install

The system is on a 5-year lease and the client has a maintenance contract with SMP. The nitrogen generator is
expected to save the client around £1,000 a week on nitrogen gas. Once the 5 year lease is over, that saving
increases.

•
•
•
•
•
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Nitrogen generators produce a much more pure
gas than oxygen generation. (Nitrogen purity 9599%, Oxygen purity 83-93%).

•
•
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•
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Purity is unknown and Oxygen content
variable
Very expensive gas costs
Hidden rental and delivery costs
Regular supply is not always reliable
Customer pays for gas he cant use below
about 30 bar
Gas Quads take up a lot of space and can
be difficult to move around
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Nitrogen Applications

Over 35 Years of Experience

Nitrogen can be used for a variety of different applications

Laser Cutting

Glass Industry

With more than 35 years of experience, we can assure you that all the systems developed at SMP
meet industry standards and are manufactured to the highest quality.

Oil & Gas

Our Mission, Our Values
Lighting

Steel
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Aircraft Tires

Ammonia Production
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Electronics

Helium Purification
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SMP aims to be the go-to organisation for the highest quality product range, supplied in the
shortest timeframe and at the most competitive prices. We are dedicated towards making diving
safer through constant development, benefitting businesses worldwide.

SMP – The Global
Partner of Choice

Quality & Value

Specialist Solutions

SMP is a firmly established
equipment supplier serving
organisations the world
over. With clients across
six continents, we deliver
a diverse selection of
workable solutions.

SMP provides outstanding
solutions to clients in a wide
variety of sectors. Our values
are rooted in developing homegrown talent and harnessing
the expertise that only years of
industry experience bring. We
work hard to ensure each client
benefits from our solutions and
that they are delivered on-time
and within budget.

Our experienced and
talented team has an
intimate understanding of
marine and subterranean
engineering, allowing us
to deliver outstanding
solutions for a wide range of
complex applications. SMP
specialises in listening to
clients and building bespoke
systems to meet their
requirements.
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Submarine Manufacturing
& Products Ltd
Blackpool Road, Newton, Preston,
Lancashire, United Kingdom, PR4 3RE
sales@smp-ltd.co.uk
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Designed and Manufactured
in the UK

